2004 ford explorer starter location

The Ford Explorer uses an electric starter to turn the crankshaft and start the truck. The starter
can actually be removed beforehand and brought to most automotive parts stores for a bench
test. The bench test will determine if the starter is faulty or not. Replacing the starter is not
complicated, as it is easily accessible under the truck, mounted between the engine and the
transmission. Ensure the truck is on a flat and level surface. Raise the hood for access to the
engine compartment. Locate the battery on the driver side of the engine compartment.
Disconnect the positive and negative cables with a socket wrench. Crawl under the passenger
side of the Explorer to locate the starter mounted between the engine and the transmission. The
starter is secured by two bolts. Unbolt the nut on the stud at the top of the starter to release the
positive cable. Slide the lead off the stud. Loosen the two bolts with a socket wrench. Place the
wires that are bolted to the bottom bolt to the side. Pull the starter down from the engine
compartment. Replace with the new starter. Start both bolts by hand. Ensure the negative lead
wire is pushed onto the bottom bolt before tightening. Secure both bolts with a socket wrench.
Unscrew the stud on the top with a socket wrench. Push the remaining lead onto the stud.
Tighten the nut over the lead with a socket wrench. Connect the positive and negative cables to
the battery with a socket wrench. Close the hood once the battery is connected. Take the old
starter back to receive the "core" credit. The "core" charge is added to the bill of the new starter
to ensure that the old starter is returned to the automotive parts store. Use caution working on
an electrical component. Always isolate the battery to prevent electrical shock. Gregory Crews
has been in the film industry for three years and has appeared in more than 38 major motion
pictures and 16 television shows. He also writes detailed automotive tutorials. His expertise in
the automotive industry has given him the skills to write detailed technical instructional articles.
Items you will need Socket wrench Socket set. Tips Take the old starter back to receive the
"core" credit. Warnings Use caution working on an electrical component. The Explorer has a
very well-established record of expensive transmission failure at under k miles. Adding insult to
injury, the Explorer also has a massive problem with the rear panel cracking. While it's a minor
annoyance compared to transmission failure, ironically the crack usually goes right through the
Ford logo. My battery was dead after coming from vacation. After a couple months, the battery
died again amid my travels. I recharged the battery, but the darn thing doesn't start, all the
symptoms point to the same problem - may have to reprogram the ignition key. What is FORD
doing about it? Even my cellphone is smart enough to cut-off the battery instead of letting it
drain. In comparison my daughter's BMW indicates that the battery is low by flashing
head-lights rather than erasing ignition key. Is this the excellence these guys try to sell? I will
talk to a FORD dealer tomorrow and report any progress. What about if I were on the highway
somewhere and needed a jump? Something is terribly wrong with this picture. I think Ford
should pay that part. Afterall, its their fault that the chip can't take a battery charger which fried
its brain and made it think it was being stolen. I thought I was just running out of gas I coasted
to my stop yards short of the gas station with my flashers on. Had help bring me a can of gas
about 1. Reminds me of a starter relay problem like on my old 69 Mustang Mach I Unfortunately
the new cars are quite a different story! Also my daughter has had it just die on her while
driving a few times when attempting to use the cruise control at a low mph I saw that problem
here as well! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 3
reports reprogram ignition key 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site
for this Explorer problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair
shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Would crank by crossing connections on starter with a screwdriver but would not fire. Revealed
answered 6 years ago. Take a test light to the small terminal on the solenoid of the starter.
Check the fuses under the hood. I had a similar issue and it was one of my O2 sensors that was
shorted that caused the fuse under the hood to blow. See if your odometer is blank when you
turn the key on also, that is a definite indicator. Hope this helps. Sorry I couldn't tell you the
exact fuse, can't find my manual at the moment. Mblount answered 4 years ago. Dat answered 4
years ago. Guru3ZJP answered 3 years ago. I had three guys look at my truck and still can't get
it started. It just died out. Changed fuel pump and filter. Truck is paid off then just died. Mzfess
answered 2 years ago. Help my car cut off while driving it and won't start up I changed the air
filter fuel pump spark plugs wires and trottle body what else could it be. GuruTLTS6 answered 2
years ago. On my it was the computer chip inside of key. The spare key works. I need to get
chip recalibrated. The first key lasted 14 years. A smart mechanic at pep boy figured it out. All
electrical components were good. All light on dash are good. Every time I go to check it out with
my key, starts right up? I looked at her key and there is a spot for a battery? My key, no battery?
My guess is this has something to do with it? Zus answered 2 years ago. GuruSWTY2 answered

about a year ago. A voltmeter was used to test 4 month old battery and it was fine. The
alternator didn't register enough amperage. In the past I didn't know that and kept getting new
batteries once a year and or giving it a jump. Did I fry the alternator in the past? GuruSDD4B
answered about a year ago. My explorer will not start. No clcking, nothing. All guages fine. Will
not start with boost. The same thing happened to my vehicle. Same make and model. The chip
in my key had to be reprogrammed. Note: both ignition keys were needed for that action. Jay
answered 2 months ago. My ford explorer don't start I jumped it from the starter and it spins but
don't start I took the battery cable off a couple time to see if I could restart the computer no
Good still not working. Would crank by crossing connections on starter with a screwdriver bu
For the past week my truck been needing a jump to get the car to start. The next day it won't
start at all. It won't even make a clicking sound. I changed the battery because it seemed dead
but the My mechanic replaced the transmission on my Eddie Bauer Explorer and after it started,
itd ied and he cannot start it again -- at his wits end - Neutral Safety switch is okay -- he is
wondering My Explorer XLT spun out in the snow, hit an embankment, and then tipped over on
the driver side. Because of the snow I wasn't going fast so the damage appears to be primarily
body damage to the Have a ford explorer that cranks but won't start. Have fire fuel but is
flooding out. Changed spark plugs and injectors. What could be the problem. I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I have a Ford Explorer.
The car is not cranking when the ignition is turned. New battery so that is not the issue. I am
able to get the engine to crank by bypassing the starter relay. Checked the starter relay and it is
working fine. Checked to see if I was getting voltage to the relay when the ignition switch is
turned and that is full voltage. I am at my wits end with this. I would have thought that the relay
was bad but it is not. I do not understand why nothing is happening. With the dash lights on,
step on the brake pedal and shift the transmission into neutral and then try starting the engine.
How do you know the relay is actually good and functional? You stated you get power to trigger
the relay, which is goodâ€¦ but there are two other things the relay must do. It must energize the
electromag inside and make the connection to trigger the starter. You need to prove that outâ€¦.
Should be same relays within fuse box that you can swap in as a replacementâ€¦like sayâ€¦for
the horn or something. Try thatâ€¦. I had a no-start condition on my Lincoln once and it was due
to a faulty starter relay. On my car this was located behind the glove box. Just some food for
thought. Getting power to the starter relay does not mean you are getting power to the starter.
This is a multi-function relay and maybe provide power to the backup light switch as well, but
on an internal different circuitry. Make sure you measure the voltage on the output terminal
going to the starter. Check both sides of relay coil. One side must also be grounded for the
relay to functionâ€¦. The relay has 5 terminals. Not sure why they have 3 on the starter circuit.
Pin 30 is the constant power to the relay for the starter circuit and 87e is at rest position and 87
is the powered position. Pins 85 and 86 are the control circuit. The 1st thing I did was remove
the relay and then put a jumper between 30 and 87 which the starter instantly started cranking.
Next I put a tester in the empty 85 slot and when the ignition was turned there was voltage on
Everything looked good to here and I figured it was a bad relay. This may be the only thing it
could be. I checked one side and got voltage and figured that was what I was looking for. Did
not check the other. I will check it tonight and see. Yes you are correct about the terminal
descriptionâ€¦and it is good you tested the system the way you did jumping the panel side 30
and 87 to see if the starter reacts is precisely what you needed to do to test the circuit. Often
times you will have a clicking relay that has burned contact points internally so despite it
seeming healthyâ€¦it actually cannot let current flow between 30 and Other than using a meter
on the starter relay you removedâ€¦ Not rocket scienceâ€¦. You are waaaay ahead of the game
with the tests and knowledge you already have about how it all works. Cant tell you how many
times me and the other fine people here try to explain relays, their terminals and the circuits
they exist in. Its nice not to have to do that this time honestly. Im sure you will figure this out
quickly. Let us know. This is what I am thinking now. It may be a bad ground to the whole fuse
block. Will check it tonight and let everyone know. I tested the continuity on the load side and it
dropped to 0 when energized, so the contacts are good. I have fairly extensive training in
electrical and electronics. Over 25 years of experience, but limited knowledge of cars. After
some more testing there is no continuity to ground on the grounded side of the ignition circuit
of the starter relay. After looking at wiring diagrams the only thing on that side of the circuit is

the neutral safety switch but putting it in neutral does not bypass it. The PCM is not authorizing
the vehicle to start. Are you using a key that is not programmed to the vehicle? Is there a
security light on in the cluster? In fact I believe I investigated a little bit back when I had multiple
wire breakages out of nowhere and I believe the issue was the use of Soy in the wire casing?? I
currently have several broken in half wires in my drivers door jamb as well as in the back on the
rear hatch windowâ€¦ SO if you notice things that worked fine one minute and are kaput the
nextâ€¦keep in mind the wire problemâ€¦and look it up on the net as well. I recall the mention of
Soy for the casing of the wiresâ€¦but what I also did not like was the low strand count of the
wires and their subsequent stiffness as well. Most of the wires, even small ones were more like
solid core wire than stranded wires. Which did not help in the wire snapping in half department.
Look into this on the netâ€¦ you will find a lot of info. I have also first hand experienced ignition
key failureâ€¦but when the key in this vehicle fails and the theft prevent
2011 ford f150 repair manual
2007 volvo s40 owners manual
ford e350 ac system
ion system kicks inâ€¦ it allows the starter to function and the engine to turn overâ€¦ it just kills
the fuel and spark or one of them anywayâ€¦ however the engine WILL turn over with a key chip
failure. If you suspect the neutral safety switch then by all means prove it outâ€¦ I believe Mr
Tester mentioned this prior. Perfectly feasible theory on how this issue could ariseâ€¦it very well
may be on purpose due to the neutral switch not allowing the starter to function. Were you able
to get your Explorer started? You need to prove that outâ€¦ Should be same relays within fuse
box that you can swap in as a replacementâ€¦like sayâ€¦for the horn or something. Other than
using a meter on the starter relay you removedâ€¦ Not rocket scienceâ€¦ You are waaaay ahead
of the game with the tests and knowledge you already have about how it all works. Switch is
failed open or wire broken? Time to ohm it out. The power train control module is what grounds
the primary side of the starter relay image.

